
The ACA Discover collection is tested and 
endorsed by the Australian Chiropractors 
Association (ACA), so you can rest assured 
your spinal health is a priority. With 3 
different feels, from extra firm to plush 
you can try each mattress to see which 
feel suits your resting body. Designed to 
support postural alignment, relaxation of 
the muscles and spinal support, so you can 
reclaim your amazing!

sleepys.com.au

E X C L U S I V E  T OA C A

COLLECTION

AVAILABLE SIZES

ACA DISCOVER 200 ACA DISCOVER 300 ACA DISCOVER 400 ACA DISCOVER 500

TESTED AND ENDORSED BY THE ACA

As mattress technologies continue to progress, 
SleepMaker work closely with the ACA to ensure 
Sleepy’s exclusive Chiro Collection incorporates the 
latest innovations and designs for postural alignment 
and relaxation of the spinal muscles. Such innovations 
include SleepMaker’s Miracoil Advanced spring system, 
where the coil contours to the natural curves of the 
spine, creating a cradling effect. 

Sleepy’s 60 Night Comfort Exchange Guarantee 
Rest Easy! From the day your bed is delivered, you have 
60 nights to ensure the mattress is right for you. If within 
60 nights you are not happy with your new mattress, our 
friendly consultants will be happy to discuss an alternative 
mattress solution*.

Free Old Mattress Removal
When Sleepy’s deliver your new 
mattress, we can take away your old 
mattress at no charge, because we 
understand that service continues 
after you leave the store.

Australian Made Mattresses
Sleepy’s proudly supports local 
manufacturers and suppliers.   
All of our mattresses are  
Australian made. 

* Conditions apply. See staff or www.sleepys.com.au for more details.

Reclaim Your Sleep, Reclaim Your Amazing.
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MIRACOIL ADVANCED SPRING SYSTEM 

The Miracoil Advanced Spring system is designed with durability in mind. The strong z-shaped continuous 
coil with a 5 zoned support system helps to relieve stress on the back, shoulders and hips. The ACA Discover 
will encourage a healthy night’s sleep for each individual body. 

INCREASED BREATHABILITY 

The ACA Discover is a smooth top mattress with a stretch knit fabric. The Climatex quilt is layered between 
two layers of dream foam with high loft fibre, to maximise breathability and coolness in the mattress.


